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In my paper, I will compare travelogues from German ethnographer Theodor Koch-Grünberg 

(1872–1924), considered an expert on native American groups living in Guayana, and Robert 

Müller's (1887–1924) novel on the Amazonian tropics. I will focus on the question of how 

both texts represent practices of demonstrating imperial power in situations of first encounters 

with native inhabitants. 

Koch-Grünberg as well as the protagonist of the novel, Hans Brandlberger, represent the 

alliance of science and military hardware that is significant for the project of European 

expansion. My contention is that the literary text is an ironic comment on ethnographic 

discourse. Its hyperbolic construal of contradictory practices in travelogues functions as a 

critique of imperial rationality. 

 

I. 

 

Austrian expressionist Robert Müller is best known for his 1915 novel Tropics. At first glance, 

he seems to be a notorious imperialist, who enthusiastically joined the armed forces after the 

outbreak of World War I. After suffering shell shock in 1915, he became a pacifist. When his 

Viennese publishing house went bankrupt in 1924, Robert Müller committed suicide. – In the 

same year, Theodor Koch-Grünberg died of Malaria, while travelling up the Amazon. 

Recently rediscovered, he enjoys a reputation as a pioneer of field research (Feldforschung), 

based on the reports of his journeys to Northern Brazil between 1903 and 1905, and between 

1911 and 1913. 

Between 1898 and 1900, he joined an expedition to Central Brazil which was bound for the 

fluvium system of the River Xingu, a southern tributary of the River Amazon. Project leader 

was Hermann Meyer, from a famous German publishing family in Leipzig. Meyer was not 

only interested in exploring the way of life of the native inhabitants of this region, but also in 

pursuing economic interests. Later on, he established settler colonies for German migrants in 

South America. Koch-Grünberg's diaries on this expedition were published in 2005. The 
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edition was designed to highlight Koch Grünberg's prominence as excellent researcher and 

friend of South America's native inhabitants.
1
 

In my paper I would like to question the perception of Robert Müller as imperialist and of 

Koch-Grünberg as philanthropist. 

 

 

 

 

II. 

 

I will start by presenting the early diaries of Koch-Grünberg. In December 1898, he reports to 

have sighted his "first American Indian woman", his »erste Indianerin«, who appears to him 

of "mixed blood": »offenbar Mischblut« (34). While travelling towards the Xingu fluvium 

system, he notices a "dirty" and an "unsightly society", in parts heavily "mixed with blood 

from Negroes and American Indians": a »dreckige« and »häßliche Gesellschaft, zum Teil 

stark mit Neger- und Indianerblut vermischt« (46, vgl. 43f., 57). »Schmutz und Gestank – 

immer dasselbe Bild« / "Dirt and stink", he says, "it is always the same image" that is 

bothering him in February 1899 (58f.).  

The white traveller is suffering from abjection.
2
 He loathes the hybridity of the Latin 

American contact zone (vgl. 75, 77, 83f.). Obviously, the journal of the Ethnographer is part 

of an anthropological discourse in the tradition of Gobineau that marks hybridity with 

pejorative connotations. In this discourse, the ideal scene of first contact would be an 

encounter with native Americans of ›pure blood‹. 

In an ideal and successful first contact, a friendly relationship will be established between 

researchers and native inhabitants. But in real history, conflicts between white intruders and 

the Indians of the Amazon had escalated to an extent that made a peaceful encounter virtually 

impossible. Koch-Grünberg himself is well aware of the impact of the rubber industry in Latin 

America (56). His journey is bound for a colonial situation based on primary accumulation of 

capital (ursprüngliche Akkumulation). Native Americans were forced with terror to gather the 

rubber in the rain forest. Contemporary reports estimate that the indigenous population was 

decimated by three quarters of its original size in the course of the rubber boom.
3
 Native 

Americans were forced to resist, as a matter of fighting for their lives and livelihoods.  

                                                 
1
  Theodor Koch-Grünberg: Die Xingu-Expedition (1898-1900). Ein Forschungstagebuch. 

Herausgegeben von Michael Kraus. Köln: Böhlau 2004, S. 472. Citations in brackets. 
2
  Julia Kristeva: Powers of Horror. An Essay on Abjection (1982). Übers. v. Leon S. Roudiez. New 

York: Columbia University Press 1982. 
3 

 Charles Reginald Enock: Introduction. In: Hardenburg, Walter E.: The Putumayo. The Devil’s 
Paradise. Travels in the Peruvian Amazon Region and an Account of the Atrocities Committed 
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In Koch-Grünberg's diaries, it appears that the travellers venturing into the Amazon rain 

forests with peaceful intent, were motivated purely by their scientific curiosity, but could not 

help entering a field thoroughly imbued by a culture of violence. In his diary, Koch-Grünberg 

diagnoses a psychic condition that was known as »Tropenkoller« or "tropical neurasthenia" in 

the medical doctor accompanying the expedition (81). The symptoms of this strange 'German' 

disease seemed to consist of outbreaks of uncontrollable violence by colonial masters against 

their subjects. The media reported on acts of lashing, rape and arbitrarily executed hanging. 

In March 1899, when Koch-Grünberg's caravan arrived in the city of Cuiabá, he was 

confronted with news about a North American expedition. He was told that initially, the seven 

or eight white explorers were treated to a friendly reception by native Americans; but that 

they had been murdered afterwards. This news caused panic among the members of the 

Xingu-expedition (91f.). Again and again, rumours of imminent native American ambushes in 

the research territory, the »Forschungsgebiet«, were circulating (116, vgl. 41, 150f.). 

Members of the expedition went to sleep with their guns at the ready, as they were 

approaching the Xingu (84, 134ff., 160). 

Native American visitors approaching the encampment of the expedition were not as 

welcome as one might think, as members of the research team were worried about theft: 

»Man muß äußerst Acht haben, daß sie nichts mausen.« (152, vgl. 249) In talking about the 

"renitent" native Americans, whom Meyer hired for transporting the equipment of the 

expedition, Koch-Grünberg's statements are revealing. He remarks on his preferred method of 

punishment: the native American porters would be tied to a tree and flogged collectively 

(168). Koch-Grünberg's psychic condition takes a turn for the worse.
4
 He is suffering from 

Malaria and »Chinindusel« (quinine vertigo), starvation and diarrhoea, neurasthenia, 

neuralgia and anaemia, depressions and vertigo. In the middle of the rain forest, he fancies 

himself listening to military music. The medical doctor accompanying the expedition 

prescribes opium pills (vgl. 174, 178, 189f., 195, 198, 200, 212, 219, 256, 312). Under these 

circumstances, any research becomes impossible. His feverish delirium makes Koch-

Grünberg traverse the land of his own nightmares. 

While navigating the river course, the canoes get toppled repeatedly, discharching 

equipment and belongings into the torrents. Expedition members charted with transportation 

are petrified of encounters with "hostile Indians", with »feindseligen Indianern«. Koch-

                                                                                                                                                         
upon the Indians Therein. Together with Extracts from the Report of Sir Roger Casement, 
Confirming the Occurrences. Hg. v. Charles Reginald Enock, London: Fisher Unwin 1912., S. 16, 
47. Cf. Roger Casement, S. 336.  

4
  See Johannes Fabian: Im Tropenfieber. Wissenschaft und Wahn in der Erforschung Zentralafrikas 

(2000). Aus dem Englischen von Martin Pfeiffer. München: Beck 2001. 
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Grünberg curses the Central Brazil region: one frequently encounters "wild and hostile 

Indians", »wilde feindliche Indianer«, as well as "wild animals" such as jaguars and snakes, 

he writes: »Wo man hintritt, Tod und Verderben!« "Wherever you step, death and 

perniciousness!" (190, 197f., 201f.) Up to that point, the expedition had not encountered a 

single "wild", let alone a "hostile" native American (vgl. 9). 

Finally the researchers reach a native American settlement which seems to have been 

deserted just before they arrived. Koch-Grünberg's text takes an enthusiastically dramatic turn 

when he imagines encountering "wild men", who had "never been visited" by Europeans: 

»Werden sie uns freundlich aufnehmen oder uns feindlich gegenübertreten?«, he asks. "Will 

they give us a friendly welcoming or will they confront us with hostile intent?"(222) – 

»Endlich haben wir sie«, "finally we have got them", rejoices Koch-Grünberg on July 8, 1899, 

in his diary entry headed »Die ersten wilden Indianer« / "The first wild American Indians". In 

the completely deserted settlement, the 'scene of the first encounter' is set with starved 

explorers "taking delight in" food left behind by the native inhabitants. Koch-Grünberg uses 

the verb »ergötzen«, revealing traces of self-irony. The explorers reportedly study objects left 

behind by the native inhabitants as ethnographic objects, or more precisely, as "art objects", 

»Gegenstände ihres Kunstfleißes«. Indications are that the native inhabitants fled the 

expedition that was closing in on them. When some of the explorers start pursuing the native 

inhabitants into the forest, the expedition indeed comes across a native American for the first 

time, their "first stark naked American Indian" who flees the scene immediately. Koch-

Grünberg takes his nakedness to indicate the presence of American Indians in 'the original 

state', unassimilated by prior cultural contact with Europeans. In a clearing in the forest, 

members of the expedition discover a hut, whose inhabitants take flight. The explorers 

proceed to 'collect' ethnographica, a practice one better designated as 'theft', as they determine 

the terms of barter by leaving behind only "some pearls and an old knife". They go on with 

their search, fully equipped with gun and pistol, beads and toys. Utensils and paraphernalia of 

the expedition demonstrate clearly, how the researchers construct the native American in their 

imagination (225ff.). The head of the expedition, who suffers from malaria, orders a chair to 

be carried behind him through the forest, so that he can take a rest as he cannot walk for more 

than half an hour. The members of the research team come across another native homestead, 

fled by its inhabitants. Koch-Grünberg complains that they had left only "trifles" behind, but 

at least these masters can fill their stomachs again. They "take possession of the house", sie 

»nehmen von dem Haus Besitz« (228f.). 
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In ascribing 'trifles' and 'theft', 'wilderness' and 'violence' to the native inhabitants, this 

ethnographic discourse reveals itself replete with projections. As the expedition reaches its 

main concourse where a system of tributaries comes together to form the Rio Xingu, the 

explorers re-enter known territory. Only here they manage to enter into direct barter with 

native Americans. To assert control in this situation, »lockert man den Revolver«, pistols are 

kept at the ready. When Koch-Grünberg finds something missing, he threatens to get the 

entire group of terrified native Americans killed. He poses this ultimatum to them: either they 

return everything, or the head of the expedition will kill them with his rifle: »pung pung« 

(254ff.). Koch-Grünberg's fear of loosing control turns him into the colonial master. The 

imperial attitude of the ethnographer in search of marvellous ethnographic possessions is 

closely connected, by shared interest, to the mind-set of the colonialist Meyer. Koch-

Grünberg's performance on location contrasts sharply with myths that render ethnography a 

philanthropic project. 

 

 

III.  

 

Nobody would expect a notorious supporter of the imperialist project like Robert Müller to 

write a critique of practices in first encounters. His 1915 novel Tropics features a nervously 

irritated traveller, a Nietzscheian barbarian, who experiments with an imperial habitus abroad, 

'in der Fremde'. 5 When it comes to the scene of the first encounter, this literary text turns out 

to be a parody exposing the violence of imperial culture and the mise en scène of medio-

technical superiority. 6  This text subjects the ironic mode frequently displayed by Koch-

Grünberg's writings, to its own ironic treatment. 

In Müller's novel, three white adventurers penetrate the Amazonian forests in search of 

gold. The scene of the first encounter, as described in the literary text, is symptomatic of a 

culture of violence that the tropical travellers carry with them. After a sudorific march through 

the thicket, they encounter a »Menschenweib«, a female being. They act like bloodthirsty 

soldiers. The protagonist of the novel, Hans Brandlberger, wields his machete to kill: 

                                                 
5  

Robert Müller: Tropen. Der Mythos der Reise. Urkunden eines deutschen Ingenieurs. 
Herausgegeben von Robert Müller Anno 1915 (Hugo Schmidt: München 1915). Hg. und mit 
einem Nachwort versehen von Günter Helmes, Paderborn: Igel 1990, S. 83f. Quotations in 
brackets. 

6  
Erhard Schüttpelz: Die Szene der (medien-)technischen Überlegenheit und ihre Brechung. In: 
Erhard Schüttpelz: Die Moderne im Spiegel des Primitiven. Weltliteratur und Ethnologie 1870–
1960. Paderborn: Fink 2005, S. 92 -107. 
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Da stürmen wir auch schon losgelassen in die Lichtung, und sie – nun, das Frauenzimmer hockt in 

diesem Augenblick auf die Zehen nieder und verschränkt die Arme über dem Hinterkopfe. Sie 

bietet ihren lieblichen Nacken unseren Machettas dar. Wir springen in die Luft, ich stoße rasende 

Schreie aus, sause die Machetta die Kreuz und die Quere und lasse sie auf einen braunen Nacken 

hüpfen – (39) 

Imperialism appears as a theatrical project staging its power on the spot in direct 

confrontation with the wild man by displaying its powerful weapons: arms, technology, and 

trifles.
7
 This posturing is parodied in the scene of culture contact presented in Müller's 

Tropics. When members of the expedition approach an American Indian village, they assume 

an awe-inspiring air. They pose as emissaries of a terrible and godlike imperial power: 

›Rah, rah,‹ ein Vereinigte-Staaten-Hurra für unsere Wirte! Slim lüftet seinen Sombrero, um dessen 

Kopf ein Fetzen Stars und Stripes prangt. Er reißt ihn herab und spricht und verehrt ihn dem 

Prinzen, vermutlich behauptet er, dies sei die Fahne Gottes, das Banner der allerhöchsten 

Sonnengottheit, ein Fetzen Himmelsgewölbe; er beschreibt einen großen Bogen in der Luft, er 

wirft seine Hand weit, weit über den Wald hinweg, denn von dort kommen wir her, vom Ende, 

vom Anfang, wir sind die Abgesandten einer furchtbaren Macht. Dies fühlen auch die Hunde. Sie 

schnüffeln mißtrauisch an unseren Beinen […]. (40) 

In this passage, Robert Müller's Tropics presents an ironic comment on the posturing of 

tropical travellers in native American villages. Brandlberger shares the habitus of Koch-

Grünberg. But Müller's literary text ridicules the posturing of a European traveller trying to 

represent 'civilizing society', while simultaneously imbuing his gifts with magic power: 

"I took a cartridge and picturesquely hung it around my shoulder. A khaki helmet completed our 

intentions. Ready. March! We are going to conquer this land. We are the representatives of the very 

latest achievements in the field of culture, we are taking possession of the beauty of this tract of 

land and by the way it is our intention to draw a map. We are owed respect for our knowledge, for 

our abstract depth, for our humanity, otherwise there will be shooting. Full stop; Amen. We are a 

master race." (42) 

In this key passage, the novel represents the practices of the men at the scene and their 

ideological mind-set in condensed form, 'verdichtet'. Here, Müller's literary text discloses 

some of the energies that are only subconsciously present in ethnographic discourse. When 

Koch-Grünberg poses with his gun for the camera among native inhabitants armed only with 

spears, it becomes clear that Müller's text grapples with this type of ethnographic discourse 

(Abb.).
8
 The ethnographer uses his technical equipment in a kind of power play to impress the 

natives. He magically stages the presentation of his camera, reporting that he had always 

found a "thankful audience" (a »dankbares Publikum«) to watch the "secretive" work of 

developing the negatives. He sardonically puts his techniques to use, to create calculated 

shock-effects. He makes native American women "shriek" by firing his pistol and blowing his 

horn. He makes the native inhabitants listen to the "tick-tock" (»ticke-tacke«) of his watch and 

                                                 
7
  Vgl. Fabian, Tropenfieber, S. 167f., 174. 

8
  Koch-Grünberg, Nordwest-Brasilien, Bd. 2, S. 295. 
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flashes around a metric measure which automatically snaps back into its case.
9
 One day, a 

native American clashes with Koch-Grünberg in a bartering deal. The response of the 

'philanthropic' traveller is again symptomatic. He pulls out his Winchester, putting his trading 

partner to flight.
10

 

In the report on his journey between 1911 and 1913, the ethnographer stresses "writing" 

(»Schreiben«) as his core competence, regarded by the native inhabitants as the peculiar 

power (»Macht«) of the Europeans, a "mysterious art they cannot grasp and thus always 

admire" (»mysteriöse Kunst, die sie nicht begreifen können und deshalb immer wieder 

bewundern«).11 Koch-Grünberg demonstrates his medio-technical superiority by allowing the 

native inhabitants to watch the moon through his binoculars.12 He also seems to have a lot of 

fun with his "phonographic recordings". At first, he invites the native Americans to listen to 

the newest hits from Europe. Then he makes them sing into the funnel of the phonograph. The 

women are "terrified" (»erschreckt«) when he replays their voices.
13

 This power play of 

épater les indigènes, the magical staging of his recording techniques, helps the ethnographer 

to stabilize his fragile psychic and social position among the indigenous people. 

Koch-Grünberg is also a pioneer of ethnographic film-making. One day, he decides to 

record with his camera the impression created by his phonographic apparatus, his "singing 

box", on the native inhabitants.
14

 From the film strips that Koch-Grünberg brought back from 

the jungle, it becomes obvious, that the ethnographer himself poses at the centre of the 

discourse produced by him. He can be seen surrounded by native inhabitants, among whom 

he stands out with white tropical uniform and tropical helmet (film). One of the best 

commentaries on this scene can be found in Müller's Tropics: 

Ein Khakihelm vervollständigte die Absichten. Fertig. Marsch! Wir erobern dieses Land! Wir sind 

die Vertreter der allerneuesten Zustände auf dem Gebiete der Kultur, wir ergreifen Besitz von der 

Schönheit dieses Erdstrichs und wollen nebenbei eine Landkarte verfassen. Respekt vor unserem 

Wissen, unserer abstrakten Tiefe, unserer Humanität, andernfalls wird geschossen! (42) 

                                                 
9
  Ebd., Bd. 1, S. 81. 

10
  Ebd., Bd. 2, S. 99. 

11
  Theodor Koch-Grünberg: Vom Roroima zum Orinoco. Ergebnisse einer Reise in Nordbrasilien 

und Venezuela in den Jahren 1911–1913. Bd. 1: Schilderung der Reise. Berlin: Reimer 1917. S. 
312, 316f. 

12
  Theodor Koch-Grünberg: Vom Roroima zum Orinoco. Ergebnisse einer Reise in Nordbrasilien 

und Venezuela in den Jahren 1911–1913. Bd. 3: Ethnographie. Stuttgart: Schröder 1923, S. 27. 
13

  Koch-Grünberg, Roroima, Bd. 1, S. 52f. 
14

  Ebd., S. 99. 


